Controlling Cooperativity in β-Cyclodextrin-DNA Binding Reactions.
We have investigated the interaction between the native neutral β-cyclodextrin (CD) and the DNA molecule by performing single-molecule stretching experiments with optical tweezers. In particular, we have monitored the changes of the mechanical properties of the CD-DNA complexes as a function of the CD concentration in the sample. By using a quenched disorder statistical model, we were also capable to extract important physicochemical information (equilibrium binding constants, cooperativity degree) of such interaction from the mechanical data. In addition, we have found that the interaction occurs by two different mechanisms, first with the formation of relatively large CD clusters along the double helix, which thereafter can locally denature the DNA molecule by forming hydrogen bonds with the base pairs that eventually flip out. A prediction of our quenched disorder model was that cooperativity could be controlled by adjusting the surface charge of β-CD molecules. This prediction is confirmed in the present work.